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As 2013 comes to a close, I’d like to recognize some of the
efforts that NAMI-NYS has been successful in. We have
reached record highs in both new teachers trained for
signature program facilitation and attendees of NAMI Signature
Programs. Our annual Educational Conference in November
was our most well attended in our history and we are very
proud of the fact we were able to offer our highest number of
scholarships ever. As NAMI proceeds with the re-affiliation
process of the affiliates nationwide, we can report more than
half of NAMI-NYS’ affiliates are ready start the process. In early
2013 I made it a priority for this year to reach out to our

affiliates and the Board of Directors is very pleased with efforts our staff has taken in
helping to fulfill this important function. We will continue to build these relationships on
the grassroots level in 2014. 

It is important to recognize our former Executive Director Donald Capone as he leaves 
his NAMI-NYS post. We continue to be in contact with him on a regular basis. He has
volunteered to be available to our new Executive Director when chosen, to facilitate a
smooth transition in leadership. The best way to sum up Don’s tenure at NAMI-NYS are
the words on the crystal bowl we presented him at the annual Education Conference:

To Donald Capone

With gratitude for outstanding

Leadership and Administration

NAMI-NYS

2011/2012/2013

We have started a search for the new Executive Director of NAMI-NYS and as President 
I have committed to the NAMI-NYS Board of Directors and to our staff to be available 
to them during the transition, until a new director is in place. Being an Albany resident
allows me to carry out this commitment. Having a great staff makes my contribution 
a joy. 

Our 2014 Legislative Conference will be held at the Albany Room of the Empire State
Plaza Concourse on Tuesday, March 18, and we invite and encourage all affiliates to 
send representatives. More information will be forthcoming in our weekly e-newsletters.
Our primary legislative agenda for 2014, determined by the Board and anticipating the
upcoming changes in services at the state level, is as follows. “Recognizing the need 
of some persons with serious mental illness for intensive inpatient and outpatient
treatment, it is resolved that money saved from closure of psychiatric inpatient beds 
shall be reinvested in community-based services.” 

NAMI-NYS is happy to announce the committee chairs which were voted on during our
December Board meeting (see page 5 for list).

I always like to reflect on our mission of Support, Education, and Advocacy. These 
three goals are crucial to our grassroots family organization, devoted to helping our 
family members and others living with serious mental illness. While keeping these
important goals in mind I ask you to consider donating to our year-end appeal for
financial support. Any amount is appreciated, and your gifts are vital to our organization’s
mission to carry out and offer NAMI signature programs. Our ability to increase the
number Signature Programs available to our members and the general public at 
no out-of-pocket cost has been greatly aided by our members’ gifts and grants we 
have received from foundations. My best wishes for everyone and your families as 
we approach the New Year. Tom Easterly, President NAMI-NYS.  �



Executive Director’s Message By Donald Capone
I am writing this column as we have just
completed the 31st Annual Education
Conference, and what a conference it was. 
We had the largest turnout ever, with more 
than 400 people participating over the three
days of the conference. The speakers and the
panels were exceptional, and it was great to see
so many of our members engaged in the event.
Our Conference Committee, composed of
Chairperson Irene Turski and Mary Lou Barry, 
did a wonderful job putting the event together.
As always, Event Coordinator Matthew Shapiro
made sure that everything went like clockwork,
and all of our staff and volunteers worked 
very hard to ensure that everyone had a great
experience. We have heard nothing but positive
feedback from attendees, presenters and
exhibitors. We are very proud and pleased 
that we were able to provide such a high 
quality experience for our members. You can
read more about the conference and see 
lots of photos on pages 11-13. 

I want to welcome our new members of the
NAMI-NYS Board of Directors – Barbara Biasotti
and Deborah Gabriel, and also welcome back
Mary Lou Barry and Sherry Grenz who return to
the Board this year. Congratulations are also in
order for Jayette Lansbury and Annie Wright on
their re-election to the Board. Myrna Sanders
has completed her term of service, and I would
like to thank her for all of the work that she has
done on behalf of NAMI-NYS over the years. 
Our 2013-14 slate of officers, consisting of 
Tom Easterly as President, Paul Capofari as 
First Vice President, Sherry Grenz as Second

Vice President, Mary Lou Barry as Secretary, and
Irene Turski as Treasurer are prepared to lead
NAMI-NYS on to a very productive 2014.

Looking back at 2013, there are many
accomplishments that we can point to 
with pride. New York State hosted four 
NAMI Walks, with NAMI Rochester and 
NAMI Westchester joining NAMI NYC Metro 
and NAMI Queens/Nassau in producing 
very successful events. NAMI Walks not only
raise much needed funding for our affiliates, 
but they also serve as a tremendous public
awareness tool. All of our affiliates engaged in
numerous other events throughout the year, and
you can read about some of these activities in
other articles contained in this Newsletter.

New York also maintained its role as one 
of the leaders in the delivery of NAMI Signature
Programs. This year NAMI-NYS sponsored a 
total of fourteen training sessions to develop
program leaders for Family to Family, In Our Own
Voice, Basics and other Signature Programs. 
We were very proud that the great work of our
NAMI-NYS Program Coordinator, Steve Oby, was
recognized with the presentation of the 2013
NAMI Family to Family Leadership Award at the
NAMI Convention in San Antonio. There are 
a number of articles in this Newsletter that
provide more details about some of our other
programmatic achievements in 2013.

We also spent a considerable amount of time
preparing for the launch of the NAMI affiliation
process. Our Affiliate Development Coordinator,
Andrew Chakmakas, has been working with

affiliates across New York State, providing
information and answering questions

related to the affiliation process.
Andrew will be

working with 
staff at the NAMI
office in Virginia
to ensure that we
can move through
the affiliation
process in an
efficient manner.

Elsewhere in this
Newsletter you will find

an article written by
Matthew Shapiro that
discusses our 2013 
NAMI-NYS Annual Appeal.

The work that we do
requires financial
support, and while the
New York State Office
of Mental Health
provides us with a
generous grant,
additional funds allow
us to expand our
support, education
and advocacy efforts.
We have been fortunate to receive grants from
several sources, including the van Ameringen
Foundation and the Ann Allen Cetrino Family
Fund, to finance some of our programmatic
initiatives, but more funds can help us to do
even more work on behalf of those living with
mental illness. Please consider making a
donation by using the envelope included with
this Newsletter.

As many of you know, this will be my last
Executive Director’s Message column, as I will 
be leaving NAMI-NYS at the end of November.
Being a part of this amazing organization has
been a truly remarkable experience. I would like
to thank the NAMI-NYS Board of Directors for
providing me with the opportunity to work with
you all, and for their continued support as we
move the organization forward through these
turbulent times. I would also like to thank 
the NAMI-NYS staff, who have shown their
dedication to the NAMI mission through all 
their hard work over the past three years.

Most of all, however, I would like to thank 
all of you – our NAMI members – for welcoming
me into the NAMI family. The best part of my 
job has been getting out to meet with you and
attend various events across New York State. 
I never cease to be amazed by all that is
accomplished by our NAMI volunteers. You 
have taught me that passion, determination 
and the refusal to take no for an answer can
result in many victories – both small and large. 
I know that you will continue to fight to improve
conditions for those living with mental illness,
and to educate the public and eliminate stigma. 

As I leave the organization I want to wish you all
a happy holiday season, and thank you once
again for all that you do every day.  �
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Support NAMI-NYS 
through the State 

Employees Federated 
Appeal (SEFA) Campaign

The SEFA campaign allows 
NYS employees to designate 
a portion of their paycheck 
to be automatically donated 

to a charity of choice.

NAMI-NYS’s 
SEFA Number is:
999-00281

If you are a NYS employee 
please designate NAMI-NYS 

as your SEFA charity. 
If you have friends or family 
who are NYS employees 

please ask them to designate
NAMI-NYS as their SEFA charity.

Executive Director 
Donald Capone

Finance/Business 
Office Manager
Sharon Clairmont

Development/Events Coordinator 
Matthew Shapiro

Affiliate Development Coordinator 
Andrew Chakmakas

State Programs Coordinator
Stephen Oby Jr

Helpline Coordinator
Christine Rickeman

Office Assistant 
Tammie Paradis

NAMI-NYS STAFF

Jason Carneigie – In his second semester interning with NAMI-NYS,
Jason is attending the Sage College of Albany as a Graphic and Media
Design major. Jason has designed several of our flyers and graphics for
various events throughout the year. 

Caitlin Andreone – Caitlin attends the Sage College of Albany as a 
Business Administration major and just completed her second 
semester interning with NAMI-NYS. Caitlin has helped keep e mail 
lists and the NAMI-NYS Facebook page up to date as well as helping 
with preparation for the education, legislative, and children’s mental 
health conferences. 

Ginai Prosper – Ginai is a senior psychology major at Siena College.
She currently works along with Christine Rickeman at the Helpline 
and has also assisted with preparation for elections and conferences.
She enjoys the experience and hopes to continue next semester. 
She is grateful for the opportunity NAMI has provided her and will 
incorporate what she has learned from her experience with NAMI 
in her future endeavors.

Jazma Miller – Jazma began working with NAMI-NYS as an intern October 
of this year. She is currently attending Bryant & Stratton College in 
Albany, NY and is working towards a degree in accounting.  

Mary Ramos – Mary is a senior at Saint Michael’s College in Colchester,
VT as a Psychology major and will be pursuing her Master’s in Mental
Health Counseling next year. During her time with NAMI-NYS, Mary
worked with Helpline calls, recording and managing donations received,
and mailings.  

Leonard “Lenny” Marino – Lenny spent the summer at NAMI-NYS doing an internship on the 
Helpline and assisting with many other projects. Lenny is a Psychology Major in his Sophomore 
year at SUNY Albany this fall.  His home is on Long Island, but while here in Albany, he volunteers 
at Whiskers Shelter and is a cast member with the Middle Earth Players. He is also President of the
UAlbany Film Club.  �

NAMI-NYS NEWS

We had the privilege of having an excellent team of interns this semester and want to say thank
you to those who worked with us. We’re happy to welcome back Sage College of Albany interns
Jason Carneigie and Caitlin Andreone.

Intern Photos and Bios

NAMI-NYS is pleased to be participating in the Community 
Public Service Program through the State University of New 
York at Albany. For more than 35 years the Community Public
Service Program has functioned to connect student volunteers
from the University with over 400 public and non-profit organi-
zations throughout the Albany area. The Community Public
Service Program aims to engage students with the surrounding
community by providing internship and volunteer opportunities,
while simultaneously helping these organizations advance their
missions and build capacity. NAMI-NYS is proud to have Cindy
Gallardo and Kayla Kaufman with us during our first year of 
participation with the program.  �

NAMINYS Participates in Community Public
Service Program By Stephen Oby Jr 

Cindy GallardoKayla Kaufman



Mary Lou Barry is a seasoned Family-to-Family, NAMI Basics,
support group facilitator and Provider trainer. Mary Lou is a
member of the NAMI Montgomery, Fulton, Hamilton affiliate and a
past board member. 

Barbara Biasotti is new to the NAMI-NYS Board joining us from
NAMI Albany Relatives and brings with her a wealth of experience.
As a nursing graduate, school psychologist, and wife of a Police
Chief, Barbara will surely be a wonderful new asset to our board
of directors. 

Deborah Gabriel joins us from the NAMI Buffalo and Erie County
affiliate as a NAMI Family-to-Family teacher and long time
advocate of mental health. Deborah has participated with many
mental health programs and initiatives and plans to continue 
the outstanding work with veterans completed by her late
husband Max. 

Sherry Grenz is a well-established health advocate working with
OMH, other state agencies and legislators on both sides of the
aisle. As Sherry often says, “Research is our hope for the future.”
In addition to being the NAMI-NYS Government Affairs/Legislative
Chair, Sherry serves as the President of NAMI Albany Relatives.

Annie Romero-Wright is beginning her second term on the board
of directors. Annie is a member of the NAMI Central Suffolk
affiliate, Annie has served as the Chair of the Health and Wellness
Committee as it is a passion of hers. 

Jayette Lansbury is returning for her second term on the board of
directors and joins us from as the Co-President of the NAMI
Huntington affiliate. Jayette is a NAMI Support Group Facilitator
and Family-to-Family teacher along with being a member of the
NYS-OMH Regional Advisory Committee. Jayette has served as the
NAMI-NYS Criminal Justice Chair for several years and brings her
experience to our board.  �
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NAMI-NYS would like to welcome Mary Lou Barry, Barbara Biasotti, Sherry Grenz and Deborah Gabriel to the
board of directors and congratulate Annie Romero-Wright and Jayette Lansbury on being re-elected. We would
also like to thanks Myrna Sanders for her years of service on the board.

Meet the 2013-2014 NAMI-NYS Board of Directors

2013-2014 Board of Directors
L-R: Ceceile Green, Annie Romero-Wright, Paul Capofari, Barbara Biasotti, Mary Lou Barry, Irene Turski, Ronald Moore, 

Sherry Grenz, Tom Easterly, Deborah Gabriel, Dr. Stephen Dvorin. Missing from photo: John Coon, Lelia Fuller, 
Jayette Lansbury, Peggi Miller, and Richard Valitutto.

Mary Lou Barry  Barbara Biasotti

Deborah Gabriel Sherry Grenz

Jayette LansburyAnnie Romero-Wright

2014 BOARD 
COMMITTEES LIST

Executive Committee
Thomas Easterly . . . . . . . Chair

Finance Committee
Irene Turski . . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Bylaws/Resolutions
Committee
Steve Dvorin . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Personnel Committee
Paul Capofari . . . . . . . . . Chair 

Policies/Procedures
Committee
Steve Dvorin . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Nomination/Election
Committee
Irene Turski
Steve Dvorin . . . . . . . Co Chairs 

Strategic Planning Committee
Steve Dvorin . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Conference Committee
Irene Turski . . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Government Affairs Committee
Sherry Grenz . . . . . . . . . . Chair

NAMI Signature 
Program Committee
Peggi Miller . . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Criminal Justice Committee
Jayette Lansbury . . . . . . . Chair

Multi-Cultural Committee
Ronald Moore
Ceceile Green. . . . . . Co Chairs

Research Committee
Sherry Grenz . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Veterans Committee
Deb Gabriel . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Children and 
Adolescent Committee
Mary Lou Barry . . . . . . . . Chair

Health and Wellness
Committee
Annie Romero Wright. . . . Chair

Consumer Affairs Committee
John Coon. . . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Endowment Committee
Tom Easterly . . . . . . . . . . Chair

The following two committees
are new for 2013 and 2014

Reinvestment and 
Housing Committee
Irene Turski . . . . . . . . . . . Chair

Crisis Intervention Training
(CIT) Committee
Barbara Biasotti . . . . . . . Chair
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NAMI PROGRAMS

This past October, NAMI Westchester had the
honor of hosting two NAMI trainings in our
county: Support Group Facilitator training 
and NAMI Connection Facilitator training.
Stephen Oby, NAMI NYS Program Coordinator,
approached me about doing this after we had
hosted a training last October for Parents &
Teachers as Allies, and due to the number of
people I was looking to get trained. Being able
to offer trainings close to home allowed us to
train even more people and open the door for
other nearby affiliates to send people if they
wanted. Often individuals find it hard to have 
to travel to the trainings, encountering the
difficulties of having to take time from work 
and missing out spending time with their
families on the weekend. For individuals in
recovery, traveling can be anxiety producing 
and being in a familiar environment can 
provide a sense of stability for them. 

We were able to train a total of 12 people
between both trainings. The larger group was our
Support Group Facilitators. NAMI Westchester

has over seven support groups and a majority 
of facilitators needed to be trained. Having this
training in Westchester will assure my ability 
to do this. One of the unexpected outcomes 
is that the group bonded so strongly after two
days that they requested the opportunity to
meet every other month to share their group
experiences. For me the opportunity to meet 
and network with the trainers and facilitators
was a plus. We all walked away from the
weekend with new information to help us 
better implement our groups and provide
support for one another. In addition, I will 
now be able to expand our support groups 
to include a group for families of veterans 
and a group for parents/caregivers of children
ages 10-13. We have found having specific
target support groups like spousal or adult
siblings to be very successful and hope to be
able to continue in this direction with more
trained facilitators. 

NAMI Connection is now going to be offered 
in another area of our community allowing 

for more individuals to take advantage of this
peer-run group. This training also gave the
facilitators a chance to meet and get to know
each other before running a group. Ultimately,
we would like to have NAMI Connection groups
located throughout the county eliminating the
issue of transportation that often hinders an
individual’s ability to attend. Being able to do
the training locally will certainly help towards
this goal.

In 2014 I hope to continue to work with
Stephen in providing more of these trainings 
in our area. I know if I can recruit at least 
5-6 people for a training the potential is there. 
I am sure being able to do local trainings also
helps NAMI-NYS keep their cost down, which
can result in more trainings taking place
annually. The opportunity to partnership with
NAMI-NYS in providing trainings to us and 
other affiliates in our area can assure that 
all of us will be able to grow and continue 
our work in spreading awareness.  �

Trainings in Westchester Show the Benefits of Staying Local 
By Sharon McCarthy, Program Director of NAMI Westchester

NAMI-NYS is proud to report that efforts to
reach Spanish-speaking communities statewide
have continued to gain momentum in the
second half of 2013, and appear ready to 
carry on into 2014 and beyond.

The capstone of the year, made possible by 
the generous contribution of the van Ameringen
Foundation, was the Bases y Fundamentos 
de NAMI training in July. Held in New York City,
this training event was the first of its kind
anywhere in the nation, and stemmed in large
part from the hard work and dedication of
Deniece David, Elva Guevara, and others at
NAMI NYC Metro. NAMI-NYS is proud to have
facilitated this groundbreaking event and 
is grateful to all those who attended and
contributed, including Martha Silva of NAMI
New Jersey, who for the second time in 
as many years helped enable significant
Spanish-language programming in our state.

Another significant step in this statewide
initiative has been NAMI-NYS’s participation 
in Compartiendo Esperanza. Compartiendo
Esperanza is a 90-minute interactive
presentation specifically tailored for the 

Latino community. Developed by NAMI,
Compartiendo Esperanza aims to fill the gap 
of available knowledge and resources about
mental health for the Latino community, 
a population with limited mental health
educational opportunities and high levels of
stigma. NAMI-NYS was fortunate to receive 
a start-up grant from NAMI that has enabled

the delivery of this material in a handful of
communities statewide.

NAMI FAMILYA of Rockland County, NAMI 
NYC Metro, and NAMI Rochester are early
participants in this pilot project. The delivery of
Compartiendo Esperanza will educate Latinos
about mental illness, enable the development
of positive and lasting relationships between
these affiliates and Latino organizations, and
increase understanding and awareness of
mental health recovery.

The work of NAMI-NYS and our affiliates to
reach Spanish-speaking communities is 
only beginning. NAMI-NYS hopes to bring
training events in both De Familia a Familia 
and Bases y Fundamentos de NAMI (the
respective Spanish-language equivalents 
of Family-to-Family and NAMI Basics) back 
to the state in 2014 and to pursue funding 
that will enable the ongoing financial support 
of Compartiendo Esperanza. NAMI is in a
unique position to assist these hard-to-reach
populations and NAMI-NYS remains committed
to enabling this outreach in communities
statewide. �

Latino Outreach Update By Stephen Oby Jr

Trainers and graduates of 
Bases y Fundamentos class
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NAMI-NYS Program Data 
6 new state trainers added
8 courses taught at VA hospitals
8 courses taught in Spanish
14 training events run in 

New York State
60 Family-to-Family courses run
115 Family-to-Family teachers 

certified under new edition
141 new program leaders trained 

for NAMI-NYS
2,005 Family Survival toolkits 

distributed to hospitals and 
psychiatric centers

7,411 reported people reached 
through NAMI programs through 
9/30/13  �

NAMI’s Signature Programs were well represented at the NAMI-NYS Education Conference in
November. Both formally and informally, leaders from around New York State were able to share
ideas, explore collaborations, and work with both NAMI-NYS and fellow program leaders to address
common challenges and plan meaningfully for the future.

The best of NAMI’s Signature Programs were on display during the annual affiliate development
session, this year titled, “Using NAMI Signature Programs to Increase Identity in Your Community 
and Grow Your Affiliate”. Pat Anders, President of NAMI Columbia County, spoke to the ability of
Signature Programs to reach an unusually diverse community and how these programs have 
allowed her affiliate to grow in recent years. Deniece Chi David from NAMI NYC Metro described the
incredible impact of NAMI Basics and how this program has empowered her affiliate to both engage
in meaningful partnerships with other organizations and to dramatically impact the lives of parents
and caregivers. Pat Sine, Executive Director of NAMI Rochester, told of her history with NAMI and
how she’s overseen a spectacular growth in affiliate activity thanks to the usefulness of a variety of
NAMI programs. Finally, Annalissa Vicencio from NAMI Westchester spoke to the role that various
NAMI programs have played in her recovery, and captivated the crowd with her passion and her
wisdom. The session was a truly moving and enlightening experience.

NAMI Signature Programs also played a crucial role in an earlier session, “Delivering NAMI
Programming to VA Facilities: Exploring and Expanding the Relationship”. The panel was led 
by Geraldine Burton, who teaches Family-to-Family at multiple VA facilities for NAMI NYC Metro; 
Ann Canastra, a Family-to-Family teacher with NAMI Syracuse as well as the Local Recovery
Coordinator at the Syracuse VA Medical Center; and Elizabeth Donovan, Local Recovery Coordinator
at the Stratton VA Medical Center in Albany, and an exceptional partner for both NAMI-NYS and
NAMI Rensselaer. The panel explored the success of the NAMI Family-to-Family/VA Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) project as well as the impact that Peer-to-Peer is currently having at the
Stratton VA Medical Center. The three presenters brought an exceptional level of knowledge and
insight and meaningfully represented the Signature Programs during the Conference’s veteran track.

A session on cultural competency, while focused on other programmatic activity such as Build It
Together and Compartiendo Esperanza, featured two Signature Program leaders from across the 
state: Myrna Rolon, facilitator of a Spanish-language NAMI Family Support Group as well as a 
De Familia a Familia teacher, and Idalia Santiago, a long-time trainer in the Spanish-language
equivalent of NAMI Connection, Conexión. Both made noteworthy contributions to the discussion
surrounding multicultural outreach in NAMI generally and particularly within their respective affiliates,
NAMI FAMILYA of Rockland County and NAMI Rochester.

The Signature Programs were discussed throughout the course of the weekend, even in less formal
settings. Seven facilitators of NAMI Connection met with State Programs Coordinator Stephen Oby 
to explore ways in which to strengthen and develop this crucial program statewide, several affiliates
discussed bringing local training events to their communities in 2014, and the two new Signature
Programs—Ending the Silence and the new veteran and military family education program—were
frequently talked about subjects.

The Signature Programs continue to grow throughout New York State, strengthening our affiliates 
and impacting the lives of individuals living with mental illness and their families. The NAMI-NYS
Education Conference made the considerable impact of these programs perfectly clear.  �

Education Conference Program Review 
By Stephen Oby Jr 

Left to right: Pat Sine, Pat Anders, Annalissa Vicencio, Deneice Chi David speak 
during the affiliate development session.

Program Outreach In
Your Community 
NAMI-NYS believes strongly in providing
materials and programs for you to use in your
community which will enhance relationships
and participation with other local organizations
in your community. Currently, we have several
outreach programs for our members to take
advantage of. All of the following programs can
be self trained and are a wonderful resource: 

� NAMI Hearts and Minds, an online and
interactive program designed to promote
wellness of mind and body. This activity can
be instructed in as little as 90 minutes.

� NAMI Faithnet, a network of NAMI members
dedicated to promoting caring faith commu-
nities and promoting the role of faith in 
recovery. Faithnet, includes a ready-to-use
presentation, handouts and more. 

� Compartiendo Esperanza, allows affiliates 
to reach out to the Latino population by
developing relationships with organizations
while educating and addressing stigma in the
Latino community. This program includes a
coordination guide, scripted interactive
presentation, and a bilingual booklet. 

� NAMI-NYS Bridges, the newest development
from NAMI-NYS, is designed to enable
affiliates to present to groups in their
community who may be unfamiliar with
NAMI. This program includes a presentation
outline, as well as a description for the role 
of the presenter and NAMI-NYS brochures.  �
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NAMI PROGRAMS

I am proud to join the volunteers all over New York State who 
are reaching out to veterans and their families by co-facilitating
NAMI’s Peer-to-Peer program at the Stratton VA Medical Center in
Albany along with veterans Glenn Read and Noel Melendez-Lugo.
I never expected to serve other veterans as a mentor in NAMI’s
Peer-to-Peer program years after my diagnosis. But, here I am, 
a testament to what a lifetime of self-learning can achieve not
only for myself, but for others as well.

It has been nearly 17 years since I was diagnosed with
schizophrenia while serving in the U.S. Army, and since that time
my recovery journey has taken me to places I never thought
possible. When I was released from the mental health wing at
Walter Reed Army Medical Center in 1987, I thought that I would
try to have what the public considers a ‘normal’ life, all without
outside help. That meant for me graduating from college, getting
a job, dating and marrying the woman of my dreams, and
hopefully having a family of my own.

Doctors, hospitals, and treatment programs were not in the
program for me at the time. They just didn’t fit my image of what
normal meant for me.

I believe most people who have suffered a loss or a trauma want
to put it behind them, put their troubles in a shoebox and push it
away deep within a closet to be forgotten. After all, how many
people do you know hear imaginary voices as if they were real,
become paranoid for no rational reason, or let their hygiene
suffer because of them? I really tried to live without these
memories, but as everyone who has done this knows, these
memories never ever fade. Once you lived through them they
become a part of you.

After being discharged from the Army and returning home, from
when the plane hit the tarmac, my family greeted me at the
airport as if nothing happened since I first started my Army
career. They wanted to give me hope. I felt only shame. As I 
think about the intervening years from when I was honorably
discharged from the Army under a cloud of gloom and doom,
until today, I feel a new sense of empowerment.

Listening to others stories with empathy is what gives life
meaning and NAMI’s Peer-to-Peer program does just that. 
By listening to each other’s personal stories of failures and
successes, we learn from each other at a much deeper level 
than by seeking professional help from a licensed clinician 
alone. There is also a mindfulness activity at the end of each
class in which we as a group participate. It is a lesson 
unto itself.

Leading a class at the VA, like the families reaching other families
in VA hospitals in Albany, New York City, Rochester, Syracuse, 
and on Long Island, is very fulfilling to me. I hope to continue
leading Peer-to-Peer as my contribution to NAMI’s work reaching
veterans, which includes Family-to-Family, NAMI’s new veteran
and military family program, and of course Peer-to-Peer.  �

Peer-to-Peer at the Albany VA 
By Greg Hitchcock, NAMI Rensselaer NAMI-NYS remains as committed as ever to the training, education, and support 

of individuals living with mental illness, accomplished to a large extent through
NAMI Signature Programs such as In Our Own Voice, NAMI Connection, and 
Peer-to-Peer. Each of these programs remained points of emphasis in 2013 
and NAMI-NYS continues to brainstorm ways to nurture and grow each of these
programs going forward.

In Our Own Voice continues to be one of the state’s most prolific programs, with
nearly 200 trained leaders expected to present to over 6,000 audience members
in 2013. More than 15 affiliates are active with the program, including NAMI NYC
Staten Island, who this year taped a presentation to be aired by Staten Island
Cable. Another is NAMI FAMILYA of Rockland County whose long-time presenter
Michael Miriello presented for upwards of 400 employees at the Novartis
Pharmaceutical Plant in September. These are two of many examples of the
exceptional work affiliates are doing with this program statewide.

NAMI Connection, which was expanded to four new affiliates in 2012, expanded 
to yet another affiliate in 2013 in NAMI Central Suffolk. These Long Island based 
coordinators participated in a training event in Westchester County in October, 
joining presenters from NAMI AMICO, NAMI East Flatbush, NAMI NYC Metro, and
NAMI Westchester. NAMI Connection was also represented at the NAMI-NYS 
Education Conference as facilitators from all over New York State met to discuss
common challenges and individual strategies in the ongoing effort to bring 
NAMI Connection to every corner of New York State.

The program that experienced perhaps the greatest growth in 2013 was Peer-to-
Peer. Training for the first time in two and a half years, Peer-to-Peer in New York
State added 17 new mentors in 2013 and has yielded a brand new course in
Westchester County as well as a special veteran-specific course at the Albany
Stratton VA. NAMI-NYS will train in this program again in May of 2014 and hopes
to develop an equally impressive training group and a series of new courses in
different affiliates across the state.

These three programs were additionally highlighted at the NAMI-NYS Education
Conference when two of the state’s greatest program champions, Edith Scheie 
and Annalissa Vicencio, were given state program awards for their impressive
contributions. Edith coordinates these programs for NAMI NYC Staten Island 
and Annalissa delivers each of the three programs for NAMI Westchester. These 
two were well-deserving winners.

These three programs will remain crucial resources for NAMI affiliates to educate
and support those recovery-oriented individuals in our communities who live with
mental illness. NAMI-NYS looks forward to their ongoing development for a long
time to come.  �

Peer Services Update By Stephen Oby Jr

Stephen Oby Wins National Award 
Congratulations to NAMI-NYS Programs
Coordinator Stephen Oby who received the 
2013 NAMI Family-to-Family Leadership Award
this past June at the NAMI National Convention.
This award is given for excellent coordination 
of the Family-to-Family programming through 
both trainings and ongoing class instruction.
Congratulations Stephen and thank you to all 
of our dedicated teachers and affiliates for
participating in Family-to-Family!  � Teri Brister, NAMI and 

Stephen Oby Jr, NAMI-NYS.
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I must confess, I was tired after completing 
10 courses since fall of 2008 of two courses
per year, 240 weeks of teaching, 30 hours per
course, over 80 families served, not counting
the preparation of dividing the class notes,
making sure we had the pens, 3x5 cards, 
going over the class materials with my 
co-teacher and other necessary items 
to help make the classes run smoothly. 
My church, The Greater Allen AME of New 
York, in Jamaica, NY, was very accommodating
and made sure I had space for my classes, 
not an easy feat as we have over 120 ministries
vying for space. The church recognized the 
great need in the congregation and the
community and encouraged NAMI’s 
message of hope, education, support 
and advocacy.

I was going to take a long needed break, 
when Janet Susin called and asked if I would
spend a day with the Lean Team at Queens
Hospital Center, Center for Excellence in
Behavioral Health in Jamaica, NY, and assist
with formulating a new family centered policy
for Psychiatric ER and Inpatient. The Lean Team
was composed of the key personnel in Adult
Psychiatric ER Dept., Pediatric Dept., Chemical
Dependency Services, Social work Supervisor
and Psychiatrist Inpatient. They also needed 
a caregiver of a mentally ill consumer for 
which I found a willing volunteer in my 
Family-to-Family class at Greater Allen.

One day turned into a whole week of
discussions on how to incorporate the 
family into the psychiatric team. It was 
during these discussions when it became
apparent to me education was the key to 
their success and that they needed a 
Family-to-Family course on site. I convinced
them, I showed them the NAMI caregiver class
materials, gave them 20 copies of the Family
Survival Toolkit and pamphlets they could share
during the intake and family meetings with the
Social Worker and the Psychiatrist. Everyone
agreed including the CEO, however it’s not 
that easy to get physical space in a very 
large inner-city public institution. It took three
months of emails, phone calls to keep them to
their agreement. I called Janet and Charlotte
Driver for teachers. Janet found Joey and
Theresa Martinez, a NAMI trained husband 

and wife team who were willing to teach the
QHC course. Wonderful, as I was still teaching 
at The Greater Allen Cathedral. I called and
registered 20 families most referred from the
Psychiatric Emergency Room and inpatient. 
The ER Administer Mrs. Guirlande Payen was
instrumental in making sure that names were
sent my way and my concerns of space were
heard, and acted upon. NAMI Queens/Nassau
Family-to-Family started on July 11, 2013.

During this same time frame, Creedmoor
Psychiatric Center asked to start a NAMI 
Family-to-Family on their grounds. I just 
retired in 2011 after 32 years from Creedmoor
Psychiatric Center; this was always a goal 
of mine to have NAMI as a viable presence. 
I was able to graduate some of my CPC social
work peers and families at Creedmoor PC in my
classes at The Greater Allen Cathedral. At that
time I was working at CPC and holding NAMI
classes at my Church.

I remember Janet Susin coming to Creedmoor
for years and speaking to our family support
meetings on Sunday and at our Social Work
meetings. Janet really set the stage and paved
the way for NAMI Queens/Nassau Family-to-
Family at Creedmoor with her persistence 
in the past. Now with the new CEO Mrs. Anne
Marie Babarotta's enthusiastic support, as well
as the guidance of teachers Ceceile Green and
Theresa Stahling, we started our very first NAMI
Queens/Nassau Family-to-Family course at
Creedmoor of 21 families on June 24, 2013 in
the their beautiful spacious boardroom. NAMI
Queens/Nassau’s second Family-to-Family
course at Creedmoor started on October 17,
2013, with excellent turnout.

CPC Administration also gave NAMI
Queens/Nassau a small office space with 
desk, and phone. We will use it to make 
calls and register families interested in taking
the F2F course in 2014 at any one of our 
7 sites. I have a mentee, a recent Social Work
Masters Graduate currently looking for work;
she’ll hone her interviewing skills manning 
this office.

In the same time frame of May through July
2013 NAMI Queens/Nassau received another
request to start a Family-to-Family course at 
St John’s Episcopal Hospital in Far Rockaway,

20 families were already signed up by their
Social Worker, Mrs. Terri Cole, at the Family
Resources Center. Though we were in working
with QHC, Greater Allen, and Creedmoor PC,
Charlotte Driver and I decided we couldn’t 
have all these families directly affected by
Sandy wait until the fall. That class started 
on May 7, 2013 with Charlotte and I co-
teaching along with John Woods as the 
resource person.

EmblemHealth Insurance Co. and I are 
currently working on a project at The Greater
Allen Cathedral of New York. They informed 
me of a new opening of their Community Care
facility in Cambria Heights with free space for
community organizations to use for meetings,
conferences etc. I told them I would love to
have a Family-to-Family 12 week free course, 
at their site. They agreed and that class 
started on September 9, 2013, and it’s
currently ongoing.

Janet asked me if I could increase Family-to-
Family offerings in Nassau, I told her since 
we already have a relationship with Unitarian
Universalist Congregation at Shelter Rock,
Manhasset, let’s ask them to provide space 
for a Family-to-Family course and they agreed.
That course is tentatively scheduled to start 
in March, 2014.

Of Course Zucker Hillside remains the hub 
in the middle of the wheel and all the others
sites are spokes in that wheel.

Lots of love, care, hugging, ground work, 
lots of networking, plenty of phone calls, 
e-mails staying in contact not letting a week 
go by without a phone call, staying connected,
helping the new sites with their PR and getting
their flyers out. Letting them all know the 
NAMI policy and procedures, I attended their
health fairs and always had a table with NAMI
information, even signed families up right then.
Always encouraging my families to join NAMI,
become a teacher, become an advocate, and
tell other families there is hope, send them 
our way and get involved. These classes are 
the beginning, not the end. Mental illness is
forever, until there is a cure. We could be part 
of that cure.  �

How I Helped to Open Five New Sites for NAMI Queens/Nassau in 2013
By Jeannette Wells, NAMI Queens/Nassau
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NAMI WALKS
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The 2013 NAMI-NYS Education Conference –
Working Together: Paving the Road to Recovery
was the largest and most successful conference
ever produced by NAMI-NYS. From November 
15-17, more than 420 people from throughout
the country came together at the Desmond Hotel
in Albany to learn about the latest developments
in the research and clinical treatments of mental
illness as well as how people living with a mental
illness, their family members and care providers
must work together to create a true team with a 
goal of recovery.

Presentations were made by some of the country’s
premiere doctors from the National Institute of
Mental Health, the Brain and Behavior Research
Foundation as well as New York’s two world-class
research institutes; New York State Psychiatric
Institute (affiliated with Columbia University) 
and Nathan Kline Institute (affiliated with 
New York University). Along with treatment
updates, the latest news impacting the delivery 
of mental health services was decimated from 
the New York State Office of Mental Health 
and the New York State Justice Center for the
Protection of People with Special Needs.

This year’s conference also saw the introduction 
of focus tracks on mental health issues impacting
children and adolescents, and veterans and
military families. Among the distinguished
speakers leading workshops on these topics 
were Jay Giedd, M.D., Chief, Unit on Brain 
Imaging, Child Psychiatry Branch NIMH Division 
of Intramural Research and Lt. Col. Paul Morrissey,
M.D., Chief of Psychiatric Services, Fort Drum.
NAMI-NYS was thrilled to have participation 
from veterans, military family members, 
VA faculty, teachers, guidance councilors 
and school administrators in these tracks.

Among the plenary presentation 
highlights were:

The keynote address – The Shifting Landscape 
of Research Ethics and Research Participation –
delivered by David Strauss, M.D., Director of
Psychiatric Research at the New York State
Psychiatric Institute was a thought-provoking 
and eye-opening examination of how the ethics of
research have changed through the last 50 years.
Along with detailing how far we have come in the
basic transparency of research participation such
as how the wording of participation release forms
have evolved, Dr. Strauss did a remarkable job 
of explaining why the desired outcomes of the
researcher and the subject can (and usually) 
differ greatly. Dr. Strauss explained how
researchers should explain the purpose of the
study in clear terms and what the expectations
should be for a participant regarding how being 
in the study will impact their recovery.

Saturday’s featured presentation – Update on
Research and Changing the Public Perception on
Mental Illness – delivered by Jeffrey Borenstein,
President and CEO of the Brain and Behavior
Research Foundation (BBRF) was a fascinating

overview of the
groundbreaking 
research being
conducted around the
world through BBRF
funding. Dr. Borenstein
explained that a lot of 
the research funded 
by BBRF are studies
conducted at the
beginning experimental
stages, as compared 
to studies funded by
government grants 
which are more
advanced and likely 

to have tangible results. Although Dr. Borenstein
explained that BBRF does augment government-
funded studies and discussed how BBRF is
funding the work of the two NIMH doctors 
(Carlos Zarate, M.D. and Jay Giedd, M.D.) who 
also presented at the conference. Dr. Borenstein
also offered his perspective on national issues 
and his involvement participating in national
initiatives such as the White House Conference 
on Mental Health.

The theme of the conference was punctuated by
the Saturday lunch address – The Importance of
Family Education and Support and Their Role in
the Recovery Team – delivered by Thomas Jewell,
Ph.D, Family Institute for Education, Practice &
Research University of Rochester Medical Center.

Dr. Jewell discussed the importance of educating
families of people living with mental illness and
the crucial role families play in the recovery team.
Dr. Jewell also examined how NAMI and our 
local affiliates can serve as instruments to 
provide education throughout the state and how
NAMI Signature programs are a valuable tool in
educating families. Dr. Jewell also explained the
evidence-based results of the NAMI Family-to-
Family program. 

Family involvement was also the focus of Sunday
morning’s featured plenary session – Navigating

Mental Health: A Tale of
Two Families – delivered 
by Lloyd Sederer, M.D.,
Medical Director of the
New York State Office of
Mental Health. Dr. Sederer
detailed some of the
struggles that families face
and how to successfully
address those challenges. 

NAMI-NYS Holds the Largest Education Conference in Our History 

EDUCATION CONFERENCE

Thomas Jewell Ph.D.

David Strauss M.D.

Jeffrey Borenstein M.D. Lloyd Sederer M.D.

L-R Matthew Shapiro, Lt. Col. Paul Morrissey M.D., 
Jay Giedd M.D.

Continued on page 12



For many attendees the highlight of the weekend
was the Stand Up for Mental Health presentation
which took place following dinner on Saturday
night. David Granirer, Founder and Director of
Stand Up for Mental Health gave a memorable,
amusing and inspiring presentation. He began by
offering his own stand-up comedy routine which
offered a humorous perspective on his struggles

with depression.
David then went
on to describe
how he started
the program
which teaches
people living with
a mental illness
how to articulate
their illness
through stand-up
comedy. David
showed videos of

other Stand-Up for Mental comics and detailed
how participating in the program has had a
positive impact on their recovery and their lives. 

Saturday also featured 
two workshops tracks. 
The first was focused on
specific diseases in
treatments. This track was
highlighted by workshops led
by two of the country’s most
groundbreaking researchers 
in Schizophrenia and Bi-Polar
Disorder, Dolores Malaspina,
M.D., Anita and Joseph Steckler
Professor of Psychiatry, New
York University, Langone
Medical Center and Carlos Zarate, M.D., Chief,
Section on the Neurobiology and Treatment of
Mood Disorders and Experimental Therapeutics
and Pathophysiology Branch (ETPB), National
Institute of Mental Health respectively. The other
workshops were an Introduction to Cognitive
Enhancement Therapy, a SAMHSA Evidence
Based, non-drug program that helps those with
Schizophrenia and other mental illnesses
enhance their social and cognitive skills, which
was led by Ray Gonzalez and an overview of
psychopharmacology, led by Dr. Jeffrey Vernon.

The second track of workshops explored broader
topics affecting mental health. The workshops in
this session were, Geriatric Mental Health,

Housing, Cultural Competency, Rural Mental
Health and Recovery/Peer Services.

Saturday also featured a broad-focused wellness
panel. The panel began with Gregory Miller, M.D.,
Medical Director of Adult Services at the New York
State Office of Mental Health (NYS-OMH)
providing an overview of the wellness problems
faced by people living with a mental illness and
how NYS-OMH is addressing these problems both
within their facilities and in general. This was
followed by a presentation by Paul Margolies,
Ph.D., Associate Director for Practice Innovation
and Implementation at the Center for Practice
Innovations at New York State Psychiatric Institute
who explained the Center’s initiative of Wellness
Self-Management – a curriculum-based clinical
practice designed to assist adults to effectively
manage serious mental health problems. This was
followed by a presentation and demonstration of
Mindfulness techniques by Stephanie Speer. The
session ended with a high-energy presentation by
Mike Veny of Transforming Stigma. Mike detailed
how wellness, exercise and music have been
crucial to his recovery. He ended the session by
giving the attendees musical instruments and
leading them through musical pieces to
demonstrate the healing power of music.

The conference concluded with 
an Ask the Doctor session led by
NAMI-NYS’ trusted advisor Lewis
Opler, M.D.. This year marked the
25th anniversary of Dr. Opler
contributing. 

Another theme that ran through
the conference was highlighting
the work of NAMI-NYS members
and affiliates and having our
members learn from each other.
You can read the article on page
seven, that details how the
conference shed a spotlight on

the incredible work our affiliates conduct in their
communities. Along with what is described in the
article, the conference also featured readings from
two NAMI-NYS members who are accomplished
authors. Karen Winters Schwartz, of NAMI
Syracuse read from her most recent novel Reis’s
Pieces and Ginnah Howard, of NAMI Otsego read
from her most recent novel Doing Time Outside.
Also highlighted was NAMI Westchester’s public
awareness campaign. The campaign was one of
the reasons that NAMI Westchester was awarded
with the Affiliate of the Year Award. During her
acceptance speech NAMI Westchester President,
Stamatia Pappas, explained how other affiliates
could replicate the campaign.

The conference would not have been possible
without the generous support of our sponsors: 
The New York State Office of Mental Health, 
Otsuka America Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Eli Lilly &
co., Community Care, Beacon Health Services,
Sunovion, ValueOptions, AstraZeneca, and the
Albany County Convention & Visitors Bureau
Education Foundation.

NAMI-NYS looks forward to making the 2014 even
bigger and better, please save the date November
14-16, once again at the Desmond Hotel.  �
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EDUCATION CONFERENCE

Matthew Shapiro, Karen Bartholomew, 
Carlos Zarate, M.D., Vince Del Balzo.

Dolores 
Malaspina, M.D.

Attendees from NAMI Buffalo and Erie County.

David Granirer

Continued from page 11
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Members of NAMI Westchester posing with Affiliate of the Year Award.Annalissa Vincencio and Edith Scheie show
off their NAMI-NYS Program Awards.

NAMI on Campus at Syracuse University pose with NAMI-NYS Staff after winning NAMI-NYS Young Leaders Award.

Francis Lee, M.D., Ph.D. 
Winner of the Connie
Lieber Research Award

Carol Fisler speaks
after receiving the
Justice Award.

Deorah Gabriel accepts the Max Gabriel Veterans Mental Health Award 
for Patrick Welch, Ph.D.

Left to right: Irene Turski, 
Matthew Spina, Winner of Media Award, 

and Marcy Rose.

CONGRATULATIONS 2013 AWARD WINNERS

Jeanette Wells accepts the
NAMI-NYS Multicultural Award
for her and Charlotte Driver.

Tom Easterly presenting gift to 
Don Capone.

Tom Easterly, NAMI-NYS, 
MaJose Carasco, NAMI, and 
Don Capone NAMI-NYS.
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FUNDRAISING

We are Most Grateful to Those Who Made Financial
Donations to NAMI-NYS During the Third and Fourth
Quarters of 2013.

$25,000 Otsuka

$10,000 Eli Lilly & Co.

$5,000 Community Care 
Behavioral Health

$2,500 Albany County Convention
& Visitors Bureau
Education Foundation

$2,000-$2499 Beacon Health Services,
Community Foundation 
of the Capital Region, 
Estate of Christian D. Berger,
Sunovion and ValueOptions

$1,000 AstraZeneca

$500 NAMI Rochester and Janet Susin

$101-$499 Glennpeter Jewelers, Linda Knutson, NAMI Cortland, Mitsue Salador and 
Ted & Marie Vecchio

$100 Donald Capone, Sylvia Feingold, Thomas & Sarah Goodrich, Rishi Kundi and 
Margot Razziano 

$26-$99 Marguerite Bronkema, Evan Geller, NAMI Bronx, Sharon O’Connell, Sheila Scharfman, 
Brian Shea and Latonia Wilcher

Up to $25 Kathleen Ball, Linda Bermas, Carol Berry, Rosemarie Bruno, Renee Burgevin, 
Gina Cancellaro, Dolores Cinquemani-Poulos, Matthew Covell, Lisa Daversa, 
Kate Graham, Desiree Gropp, Karen Hage, Dominique Hahn, Jeff Herrmann, 
James Howe, Jillian James, Crystal Maldonado, Kate McDonnell, David Miller, 
Erik Molbach, NAMI GLBT, Peter Nye, Patrick O’Neill, David Ottaviano, Irene Plotkin, 
Lauren Poehlman, Glenn Raymus, Donna Retallick, Carol Roberts, Cynthia Scott, 
Nancy Solano, Singh Suneet, Carlos & Brenda Talisaysay, Alejandra Vega-Rosas, 
Matthew Ward, Bonita Waylett, Gerald Wolkowitz and Audrey Woods �



As we look back at 2013, there is much for
NAMI-NYS and our members to be proud
of. We continued to expand our Signature
Programs, made historic strides in Spanish-
language programming, and organized 
the largest Education Conference in the
history of NAMI-NYS.
We were also a part 
of an advocacy effort
that led to a major
legislative victory when
open access to the full
spectrum of medications was included in
the budget. These accomplishments
demonstrated that when we work together
we can achieve anything. These are clearly
exciting times for NAMI-NYS.

However, as we look to 2014 we 
find uncertainty in the mental health
movement. While the future is cloudy one
thing for certain is that in the upcoming
year your support will be needed more than
ever. To combat the challenges facing
people and families impacted by mental
illness, NAMI-NYS, our affiliates, and our
grassroots members must project our
advocacy voice louder than ever before.

By now you know about New York State’s
plan to close many state psychiatric
hospitals as part of the Regional Centers of
Excellence Plan. We all know that there
were not enough beds and services to
begin with. Now these closures leave us
asking, “What will happen to our loved
ones?” We need to ensure that if beds are
lost that real and genuine reinvestments
are made within community settings. 

That is why this legislative session is 
the most important in recent history.
NAMI-NYS and our members must be
prepared to let our elected officials 

know that we call for true and deep
reinvestments in services for people 
living with a mental illness. To mount a
successful advocacy campaign we need
your help and ask that you reinvest in
NAMI-NYS.

Our goal in 2014 is to initiate a massive
advocacy effort that will allow our voices
to be heard loud and clear in the halls of
the Capitol and help our members
communicate to their officials in their
home districts. NAMI-NYS also wants to
provide our members with the tools to
voice their opinions in their local news
outlets. The centerpiece of our advocacy
efforts will be our 2014 Legislative
Conference taking place on March 18th.
For the conference, NAMI-NYS wants to
bring as many members to the Capitol as
possible. Of course, bringing people from
all over the state is expensive, which is why
your support and investment in NAMI-NYS
is needed now more than ever before. 

As a successful 2013 ends and we begin
to move towards what is sure to be an
historic 2014, we ask for your help to
amplify NAMI-NYS’s advocacy voice. 
We want to ensure that the legislation 
and new laws that come out of 2014 

are ones that we can be proud of and that
deliver the services that our loved ones
need. Along with reinvestments in services
we must also continue to advocate for the
issues that are so important to us: safe
and affordable housing, mental health

education in schools,
reform of the criminal
justice system and 
the implementation 
of Crisis Intervention
Teams, increased

mental health services for veterans 
and members of military families, and
continued open access to the full gamut 
of medications.

In this Newsletter you will find our year end
appeal envelope. Again, we ask that you
invest in us as we strive to increase our
investment in you. Along with increasing 
our advocacy voice your support will allow
us to continue to expand our Signature
Programming, increase trainings, provide
more Family Survival Toolkits, and hold an
even larger and more inclusive Education
Conference. All of this will allow people
from every corner of New York State 
to receive the education and support 
only NAMI can provide and ensure that
NAMI-NYS can advocate for us and our
loved ones. 

Please give what you can. We look forward 
to updating you throughout 2014 and
incorporating you in our efforts to make 
New York a state that supports people
living with mental illness and gives 
them the tools they need to work 
towards recovery.

Thank you in advance for your support!  �
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YEAR END APPEAL

PLEASE HELP NAMI-NYS PROJECT OUR ADVOCACY VOICE.

NAMI-NYS and our members must be prepared to let our
elected officials know that we call for true and deep reinvest-
ments in services for people living with a mental illness.

By Matthew Shapiro
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NAMI Cayuga – Held several events during 
the week which included partnering with the
Seymour Library and Seward House Museum
and Friends of Seymour Library to present 
‘Mr. Seward for the Defense – The William
Freeman Trial.’ This event focused on the first
case ever defended on the grounds of insanity.
The affiliate also assisted in getting the ‘Nothing
to Hide: Mental Illness in the Family’ exhibit 
at Cayuga Community College in addition to
working with the campus in sponsoring a 
free depression screening day 

NAMI Otsego – Held an event at SUNY Oneonta
titled ‘Health for All Children: Bassett Healthcare
Network School-Based Health.’ The presentation
discussed the program that is currently in
fourteen schools in four counties and provides
onsite comprehensive healthcare services 
to students. 

NAMI Huntington – Held two mental illness
awareness events at local libraries. 

NAMI on Campus at
John Jay College of
Criminal Justice –
Hosted an information
table with peer coun-
selors promoting men-
tal health awareness
and available counsel-
ing services. The group
also handed out NAMI
on Campus packets 
explaining future events
they will be holding, what they hope to accom-
plish, and how to get involved. 

NAMI of Rensselaer County – Used MIAW to
start a campaign to double their membership
by challenging all of their current members 
to write an e mail or letter to one person
explaining why they became involved with 
NAMI and the benefits of becoming a member. 

NAMI Central Suffolk – Held several events
during MIAW, including publishing an article 
in The Suffolk Times which listed a family-to-
family class being offered in a new location,
presenting mental health materials at local
libraries, hosting a forum at the local Mental
Health Association as well as presenting at a
Suffolk County Community College. 

NAMI Westchester – Volunteers manned a
table at the Out Of The Darkness Community
Walk held by the Westchester Chapter of the
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention.

Also hosting their monthly speaker series 
event which was titled ‘Families After an
Episode: What Works Best.’ 

NAMI Syracuse – Held their annual 
Educational Conference, titled Shining Light 
on Mental Illness. 

NAMI Rochester – Held their 12th annual
Jessica Cole Henderson Memorial Lecture 
at the School of the Arts in Rochester, NY.
Antonio Lambert, Training Manager for 
Recover Resources spoke at this event. 

NAMI Queens/Nassau – Partnered with Long
Island University Post College of Education,
Information and Technology to host a showing
of ‘Hidden Pictures: The Underexposed World 
of Global Mental Health.’ 

NAMI FAMILYA of Rockland – Participated 
with students, mental health professionals, 
and families for Managing Depression: Mind,
Body, and Spirit. The public forum allowed the
affiliate to work with the Mental Health Coalition
of Rockland. The event was very successful as
over 500 people attended.  �

Mental Illness Awareness Week with NAMI-NYS Affiliates 

Panelists for ‘Health for All Children’ event.

Fulton campus librarian, Judy Campanella, 
NAMI Cayuga co-president, Bart Wasilenko and

NAMI member, Lorelee Lardear.

John Jay students 
Jimmy and Maribel at
information table.

L to R James Murrough, M.D., Jim Rye, 
Jeffrey A. Rudolph, PSY.D, ABPP Public Forum 

on Managing Depression

John Kingsley (Seward House Museum 
Education Director and Allison Hinman 
(former Seward House staff member)

NAMI-NYS was very pleased to have so many of our affiliates host events during Mental Illness Awareness Week (MIAW), which stretched from October
6th through October 13th. Listed below are some of the events that our affiliates participated in during Mental Illness Awareness Week 2013. 

AFFILIATE NEWS
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It is a fact: Mental Illness affects everyone. one
in four Americans either have, will be
diagnosed, or may experience mental illness in
their lifetime. This
startling statistic
became a reality for
fitness instructor and
personal trainer,
Jubie Banks. Banks
became active in
promoting both
mental and physical
health awareness,
shortly after the
suicide of her
colleague and close
friend who struggled 
with severe depression and bi-polar disorder. It
was this personal loss that gave Banks the
inspiration to hold a Zumba benefit and raffle
for NAMI-MH, the National Alliance on Mental
Illness Mid-Hudson Valley Chapter on Saturday,
September 28, 2013 at Tymor Park, LaGrange. 

This year alone, NAMI-MH has reached out to
more than 10,000 people in the Hudson Valley
area through their free Family to Family classes,
monthly support groups, NAMI fundraiser walks,
free literature, and even speaking to students at
Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, NY. The Zumba
fundraiser was another opportunity to raise
awareness in the community. 

Cathy Frame, a NAMI-MH member and 
co-organizer of this event, has lived, seen, 
and experienced mental illness most of her 
life, found NAMI through a friend and feels
NAMI is not only therapeutic, but allowed her 
to gain even more of an understanding of
mental illness. Tina Lee, Director of Public
Relations for NAMI MH and also a co-organizer

of the event has said,
“Without NAMI-MH,
my daughter would
not be alive. I came
into NAMI-MH asking:
Why? And now it’s:
How? How can I 
help my daughter
effectively? Coming to
dance with Jubie and
being a member of
NAMI-MH, gives me
the mental and

physical stamina to advocate for my daughter
effectively. It’s made profound changes in my
daughter’s and my life on all levels.”

Banks thought
that dancing
Zumba, a Latin
based cardio
workout, would 
be a perfect
vehicle for this
event. Just as
Mental Illness
does not
discriminate,
neither does
Zumba. Anyone

can do Zumba: anywhere, anytime, and at any
place. Banks’ biggest hope was to raise NAMI-
MH membership since they are also policy
makers in the health care system. “When you
increase membership, you increase support,
awareness, and this allows us to fight for
legislation.” says Frame. 

The affiliate had an
overwhelming show of
support for this fundraiser.
Many businesses donated
for our raffle and made
donations to NAMI directly
with no hesitation. We had 
a core of 15 volunteers.
Jamie Welkis set up a
website, Monika Banach
and Stacy Olyha had
drawn up a t-shirt
concept, and everybody
had signed up to either
chair a committee 
or volunteer.

The affiliate also set up a table on the 
Walkway Over the Hudson to reach out to 
the community and to promote the event in
conjunction with the Out of the Darkness,
suicide prevention fundraiser. Sandra Kundel, 
a volunteer for the NAMI MH Zumba Event said,
“That day was a day of many emotions. Seeing
people (struggling with) their pain they had
inside for losing a loved one. With NAMI MH 
at that event, it gave people hope. It was an
honor for me to be able to be a part of NAMI
MH that day.”

As a result of their dedication to the event,
Banks and the group of volunteers donated over
$3700 to NAMI-MH along with increasing
membership by 20% in two short months. The
facilitators for Family to Family and NAMI
BASICS noticed a surge in referrals during this
time as well. With the fundraiser successfully
completed, the group continued their goal to
promote awareness and raise membership
during MIAW: Mental Illness Awareness Week at
the Gold’s Gym in Fishkill and Lagrange.

Lee who manned the table was very grateful to
have NAMI-MH in Gold’s. “I had social workers,
nurses, parents, individuals all come and take
literature and speak to me about their
frustration with the mental health system, their
struggles, and their stories of recovery. Many
educators were interested in having NAMI-MH
speak and have the Parents and Teachers As
Allies Program introduced into their schools.
This was a win-win situation. It was great to be
able to speak freely without the stigma and

shame associated with mental illness. This is
the way it should be.” Banks’ motto for this
fundraiser was ‘To Live, To Love, To Dance’ and
until there is a cure for mental illness, Banks
and the volunteers hope to continue to make
this a yearly event. They also hope that NAMI
will become a household word, and not the
‘best kept secret’ as Cathy Frame puts it. The
group would like to give hope to families and
their loved ones suffering from mental illness
and to de-stigmatize mental illness so that
another tragedy will not repeat itself.  �

Find help with a Strong body and a Strong mind: Workout to Work It Out … 
By Alexis Hill, NAMI Mid-Hudson

Left to right: Monika Banach, Jubie Banks, Cathy Frame, 
Alex Elizabeth, Sandra Kundel

Left to right: Joann
Scaglione, Jubie Banks
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As NAMI leaders and affiliates, you know the
devastating impact stigma has on individuals
affected by mental illness. All too often, stigma
acts as a barrier to seeking treatment and 
can lead to feelings of shame and blame. 
NAMI-NYC Metro developed its anti-stigma
campaign “I Will Listen” to combat the 
pervasive effects of stigma.

Many people impacted by mental illnesses 
are not comfortable asking colleagues, family
members and friends for help. Simply by being
willing to listen, people can make a profound
impact on the lives of individuals affected by
mental illness. The “I Will Listen” campaign
allows people to make videos, tweet, and post
Facebook statuses letting people affected by
mental illness know that they are not alone 
and that someone will listen to their story. These
stories can be found at www.IWillListen.org. One
in four Americans will have a mental disorder in
any given year. In order to enact real social
change, we must engage everyone to speak out
and change the public perception on mental
illness with three simple words: “I Will Listen”.

The goal of the campaign is to engage people in
conversation about mental health, and encour-
age people to seek help and treatment without
fear of judgment or stigma. On the “I Will Listen”

webpage, NAMI-NYC connects visitors with NAMI
resources, information about mental illness and
the NAMI National “Find Your Affiliate.” 

During the first month of the campaign, we have
experienced some notable successes. I Will
Listen was mentioned in over 300 media
placements around the country. We also
quadrupled our Facebook likes and doubled
our twitter followers. A PSA ran on CBS in the
New York Metro market throughout October,
reaching potentially millions of viewers. We are
planning to partner with NAMI National and
CBS to air the I Will Listen PSAs across the
country in early 2014. 

With mental health increasingly part of the
mainstream conversation, the time is right to
launch this statewide effort to eradicate stigma
and get affiliates throughout New York involved
in “I Will Listen”. With your help, “I Will Listen”
will broaden the awareness of NAMI across 
the state.

HOW YOU CAN HELP:
1. Let your friends, family and colleagues know

about IWillListen.org and NAMI so that if they
ever need help, they will know where to start.
It’s as simple as sending out an email!

2. Make a promise to listen by creating a video
on your phone or webcam, composing a
tweet, writing a Facebook post, or taking an
Instagram photo. Share what you create on
your social media channels with the hashtag
#IWillListen. Your message can be personal

or can simply say “My name is _____ and
#IWillListen.” If you use the hashtag
#IWillListen in your post, your story will
automatically become part of this campaign.

3. “Tag your support” on www.IWillListen.org
which is the web address for our Facebook
page. Once you’re there, like the page and
this will automatically “tag your support” 
and allow everyone else in your social
network to know “you will listen” when 
they visit the page. 

4. Activate your social network and get them to
join the campaign as well. This can be done
by simply encouraging them to participate
just like you did (see steps #1 and #2
above), or you can take it to the next level by
getting your class, team, campus, religious
group, or coworkers to participate as a group. 

5. Hold an “I Will Listen Day” which can be
held at your affiliate office, in a corporate
setting or on a college campus. For more
information on how to hold an “I Will Listen
Day” please contact Colleen Kane at
ckane@naminyc.org.

Please join NAMI-NYC Metro as we continue 
to expand this exciting campaign and combat
the debilitating stigma associated with mental
illness. By making the promise to listen, you will
help your local community, change society’s
perspective about those who struggle with
mental illness and become a part of the
movement to end the silence surrounding
mental health. �

NAMI-NYC Metro, Develops Anti-Stigma Campaign ‘I Will Listen’ 
By Colleen Kane, Director of Development and Communications, NAMI-NYC Metro

“Turning Adversity Into Opportunity” was the 
title for the 12th Annual Jessica Henderson
Memorial Lecture held every year in memory 
of Kathy and Tom Henderson’s gifted daughter
who lost her life to bipolar disorder at 21. The
Hendersons have turned their sorrow into an
evening of education, awareness and hope for
all those who are affected by mental illness.
This year’s speaker was Antonio Lambert, who
at the age of 17 had been shot nine times and
was sentenced to 22 years in prison. He spoke
about his struggles with mental illness and
chemical addiction, a life of crime on the

streets and his decision to change his life or
spend the rest of his life behind bars or end 

up dead. He is now a mentor, trainer and 
peer specialist whose journey was the subject
of a feature story in the New York Times. Also
joining him were NAMI Rochester members 
and volunteers Bill Perun and Idalia Santiago
who also spoke of their struggles with mental
illness and chemical addiction and what led
them to acceptance and recovery. Over 100
people attended the event which included a
light buffet reception at the School of the 
Arts. It was another very successful and
rewarding event for NAMI Rochester and 
the Henderson Family.  �

NAMI Rochester 2013 Annual Jessica Cole Henderson Memorial Lecture 
By Pat Sine, Executive Director, NAMI Rochester 

Left to Right: Panelists, Antonio Lamber, Idalia
Santiago, and Bill Perun.
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Educational Brochures
and Lending Library 
By Christine Rickeman
We would like to remind you to take advantage
of our Lending Library and Educational
Brochures, both of which are free to NAMI-NYS
members. We have a large variety of books and
DVD’s available for you to borrow through our
library including the newest book from Dr. Lloyd
Sederer, The Family Guide to Mental Health
and the documentary Cracking Up by David
Granirer, who both presented at the 31st 
Annual NAMI-NYS Education Conference. 
Some of our other most recent additions 
include the following: 

� Tormenting Thoughts and Secret Rituals,
which discusses discoveries about OCD
including exciting new therapies.

� No More Secrets: A Family Speaks 
About Depression, Anxiety, and Attempted
Suicide, a narrative of a family dealing 
with depression, addiction, and the effect
they have on the family. 

� Purge: Rehab Diaries, tells the story of a
woman’s stay in a residential treatment
facility for eating disorders. 

We also have many informational and
educational brochures that can be downloaded
directly from our Website at www.naminys.org/
educational brochure. You can request a hard
copy of most of our literature through our
website or by emailing christine@naminys.org.  �

Re-Affiliation Efforts Continue By Andrew Chakmakas
NAMI has been working hard with NAMI-NYS and the other states that have been chartered to 
move forward with the re-affiliation process. Although this is a work in progress, we are all aware that
re-affiliation will take some time to complete as all NYS affiliates are at different stages. I would like 
to thank the 27 affiliates who have completed their affiliate resolutions and had them approved by
the NAMI-NYS Board of Directors. Completing the affiliate resolution is the first step an affiliate must 
take towards the re-affiliation process. In the near future I will begin to contact affiliates to start the
discussion of completing the re-affiliation process. NAMI-NYS is here to support you and your affiliate
to ensure the success of this process. Feel free to contact Andrew Chakmakas at the NAMI-NYS office
with any questions or concerns you may have regarding this process.  �

A Brighter Day in New York State
On June 14th NAMI-NYS worked with 
Bob and Evelyn Keplinger and Glenpeter
Jewelers Diamond Center to hold the 
‘A Brighter Day’ event in Albany, NY. 
The evening was designed to raise 
awareness about mental illness and 
featured an In Our Own Voice presentation 
by Mary Crowley and book signing by local
author Vicki Moorhead. The event was well
attended by members of the community 
and also received great support from local
businesses who generously donated gifts 
to be raffled during the evening.  �

NAMI Queens/Nassau sponsored the 3rd 
CIT (Crisis Intervention Team) training for 15
police officers this past May, in collaboration
with the Village of Hempstead Police Force. 
The intensive 40 hour training followed the
Memphis and Connecticut CIT models and
included hearing voices and pill-taking
simulations designed to teach empathy; role
plays teaching de-escalation techniques; and
included altogether 20 presentations from 
high power experts in a variety of fields. 
Six more police officers from Hempstead 
were trained bringing up the total number of
officers trained from this force to 26; other
village police officers trained were: five from
Long Beach, two from Glen Cove, one from
Freeport, and a Supervisor of Security Guards 
at South Nassau Community Hospital. Thanks to
generous funding from the Unitarian Universalist
Congregation at Shelter Rock this is the third

training we’ve been able to offer to private
police forces in Nassau County which make 
up 1/5 of the total policing in the county.
Response to all three trainings has been
overwhelmingly positive and we look forward 
to continuing to train many more police in the
future, funding permitting.  �

NAMI Queens/Nassau Sponsors CIT Training 
By Janet Susin, President, NAMI Queens/Nassau

Charlotte Driver, NAMI Queens/Nassau.

Left to right: Elaine Houston (WNYT, News Anchor), Evelyn Keplinger, Don Capone (NAMI-NYS Executive
Director), Mary Crowley (NAMI-NYS In Our Own Voice Presenter) and Bob Keplinger.  
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NAMI-NYS is happy to announce the expansion of our NAMI on Campus groups. The John Jay College of Criminal Justice and the Long Island Business
Institute have joined the NAMI-NYS family within the past six months. These two new on campus groups join NAMI on Campus at Syracuse University, 
to make three active on campus groups at New York State colleges. We’re also happy to report that we have nine additional colleges that have shown
interest in becoming NAMI On Campus groups. We thank the groups for their interest and enthusiasm, as NAMI-NYS sees the value of having support
systems in place on college campuses. If you or someone you know is interested in starting a NAMI On Campus group, please contact Andrew
Chakmakas at NAMI-NYS.  �

NAMI On Campus Participation Continues to Grow 

NAMI FAMILYA of
Rockland Recognized 
by Novartis 
Novartis Pharmaceutical Corporation in Suffern NY
held a Quality Day event on 9/13/13 to celebrate
quality and foster a deeper connection to the
people who take the medicines we manufacture.
Novartis was honored to have guest speakers
Marlene Becker, Special Projects Coordinator for
NAMI FAMILYA Rockland and Michael Miriello 
Peer Speaker from NAMI’s In Our Own Voice
program to speak to over 400 employees at 
our two Town Hall meetings.

Novartis chose NAMI (National Alliance on Mental
Illness) Rockland as our Quality Day guests for
several reasons. NAMI is part of our Rockland
County community and provides community
programs and advocacy to individuals and
families, providing education on research,
medications and treatments.  �

Michael Miriello and Marlene Becker, 
NAMI FAMILYA of Rockland County.

NAMI of Columbia County Partners with
Community for Awareness Event 
NAMI of Columbia County held a very successful awareness event last Friday at the
Taconic Hills Performing Arts Center. Co-sponsors were the Roe-Jan Community Library and
the Taconic Hills Central School District. Through the work of volunteers, several small
grants and contributions were collected, making the evening possible. Twenty-three
exhibitors attended the event, and the entertainment for the evening was the band 
FLAME which played two wonderful sets that pleased the crowd.  �

NAMI Columbia County table at awareness event.

NAMI NYC Staten Island Annual Awards 
NAMI-NYC Staten Island held its 23rd annual Awards Celebration on October 24th,
honoring three individuals during the event. Issac Brown, Joanne Pietro, and Steve Scher
were recognized for their commitment to NAMI's mission to improving the lives of people
living with a mental illness. 

Issac S. Brown, President and CEO of Baltic Street, AEH, Inc provides recovery-oriented
services for individuals living with a mental illness.

Joanne Pietro, R.N., Associate Vice-President of Psychiatry and Behavioral Science at North
Shore LIJ, Staten Island University Hospital, works with inpatient and outpatient services
while trying to help patients and families gain a better understanding of mental illness.

Steve Scher, Executive Director, Staten Island Behavioral Network, provides case
management and residential services for individuals living with a mental illness.  �
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JUSTICE CENTER

In December 2012, New York became a
national leader in the way it protects the more
than one million people who receive care from
some 3,000 state and private service providers
when Governor Andrew M. Cuomo signed into
law legislation which created a new state
agency, the NYS Justice Center for the Protection
of People with Special Needs (Justice Center.)
Just six months later, the Justice Center, which
serves as a law enforcement agency and
advocate for people with disabilities began
operations.

The Protection of People with Special Needs 
Act was introduced by the Governor after his
administration reviewed the state’s systems for
the protection and safety of individuals served
by facilities operated, licensed or certified 
by six state agencies: the Office of Mental
Health (OMH), the Office for People With
Developmental Disabilities (OPWDD), the 
Office of Children and Family Services (OCFS),
the Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
Services (OASAS), the Department of Health
(DOH), and the State Education Department
(SED). A series of recommendations were 
laid out in a report authored by Clarence J.
Sundram, the Governor’s Special Advisor on
Vulnerable Persons. The report entitled, “The
Measure of a Society: Protection of Vulnerable
Persons in Residential Facilities Against Abuse
and Neglect” called for the establishment of the
Justice Center to provide a consistent system
for reporting and responding to allegations 
of abuse and neglect, including referrals of
criminal conduct to law enforcement agencies.

The Justice Center also maintains a statewide
register known as the Staff Exclusion List, 
which contains the names of individuals found
responsible for serious or repeated acts of
abuse and neglect who are prohibited from 
ever working again with people with special
needs. Providers are required to conduct 
pre-employment checks before hiring or
otherwise utilizing applicants who will work with
individuals receiving services. A check of the
Staff Exclusion List is the first check that must
be conducted. The Justice Center’s Criminal
History Background Check Unit reviews the
criminal history for prospective employees or
volunteers and makes an initial determination
regarding suitability for employment. To date,

some 30,000 background check applications
have been processed. 

The Justice Center has established definitions 
of abuse and neglect in broad terms, which
include both actual harm and the risk of harm,
and operates the Vulnerable Persons Central
Register Hotline (VPCR). The VPCR is staffed 
24 hours a day, seven days a week by highly-
trained call center representatives. Reports to
the VPCR Hotline come from many sources,
including individuals with special needs who 
are receiving services, families and the general
public as well as any staff person who has
regular and substantial contact with people
receiving services, and other health care and
law enforcement professionals who are known
as “mandated reporters.” 

Anyone who witnesses or suspects the abuse or
neglect of a person with special needs should
make a report to the Justice Center VPCR
Hotline by calling 1-855-373-2122. Through
the use of interpreters, the VPCR hotline can
accommodate callers who speak a language
other than English. All calls are confidential.

The VPCR hotline has responded to more 
than 27,000 reports since it began operations
on June 30, 2013. All reported incidents are
assessed, classified and logged into a custom-
designed computerized case management
system and routed to the appropriate law
enforcement or state agency for investigation 
or review. Each report is classified as abuse 
and neglect, a significant incident that has 
the potential to result in harm to the health,
safety or welfare of a service recipient, or a 
non-reportable incident that falls outside the
jurisdiction of the Justice Center or does not rise
to the level of the other classifications. Because
all mandated reporters are legally required to
contact the Justice Center when they discover
reportable incidents, there are often multiple
reports regarding a single incident.

The Justice Center investigates the most serious
cases of abuse and neglect and delegates less
egregious cases to the appropriate state agency
for investigation. Each case is tracked until
resolution. State agencies are required to report
back their findings on referred cases which are
reviewed and finalized by the Justice Center. The
Justice Center’s Special Prosecutor/Inspector
General, Patricia E. Gunning is currently

overseeing the
investigation of cases of
potential criminal activity
which may result in the
arrest and prosecution 
of custodians who are
alleged to have abused
people under their care.

While law enforcement 
is a major priority of 
the Justice Center, it is
important to note that the Justice Center 
also focuses on prevention. The data we 
collect allows us to track trends and patterns 
to identify the issues and problems underlying
the abuse and mistreatment of people with
special needs. This information will be used to
identify programs and services that represent
best practices so that successful policies and
procedures can be replicated. 

The Justice Center also operates several
programs to enhance the lives of people with
mental illness, including those incarcerated
within the state corrections system. Our Adult
Home Advocacy Program provides legal and
non-legal advocacy services and training on
resident’s rights and self-advocacy to people
with mental health illness living in adult homes
in New York City and Long Island. The program
has assisted individuals with a wide variety 
of problems ranging from illegal evictions to
accessing their personal needs funds. The
Justice Center also operates the Surrogate
Decision-Making Committee (SDMC) program
to serve persons with severe mental disabilities
who are unable to give informed consent about
major medical and dental treatment while
residing in facilities or programs licensed,
operated, or funded by agencies such as OMH.

In short, the Justice Center is a multi-faceted
agency that has several other duties to serve
New Yorkers with disabilities and special needs.
We invite interested individuals to learn more
about our operations by visiting the Justice
Center’s web site: www.justicecenter.ny.gov.

Individuals with special needs deserve the
highest quality of care, the greatest degree 
of protection, and the same levels of dignity 
and respect that all other New Yorkers deserve.
Everyone at the Justice Center is committed to
ensuring each one of these outcomes is met.  �

Mental Health a Key Part of the Justice Center’s Mission 
By Jeff Wise, Executive Director, NYS Justice Center for the Protection of People with Special Needs

Jeff Wise
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NIMH UPDATE

10. Nobel Prize—This year’s Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine (and Lasker Award)
recognized NIMH grantee Thomas Südhof for 
his discoveries of how neurotransmitters are
released from the pre-synaptic terminal. Südhof
and his colleagues described the molecular
machines that allow vesicles to empty their
contents into the synapse and then re-form to
collect more neurotransmitters. This process is
critical for neurons to communicate efficiently.
Recently, Südhof’s work on the post-synaptic
compartment has revealed a new world of
molecules important for translating these
biochemical messages. The genes for many of
these protein families (i.e., shanks, neuroligins,
neurexins, etc.) are emerging as leading risk
candidates for autism and schizophrenia, 
giving us a new vocabulary for the molecular
basis of mental disorders.1

9. Beyond Magic Bullets—Several 
important new trends emerged this year in 
non-pharmacological treatments, sometimes
from pharmaceutical companies. In April, a
Nature commentary that included authors 
from the pharmaceutical giant GSK described
“electroceuticals,” heralding a new era in
treatment development focusing on devices 
to deliver electric signals rather than drugs 
to alter the activity of neurotransmitters in 
the brain. Neuromodulation, arguably a better
term than electroceuticals, had already been
gaining traction with treatment of depression
using deep brain stimulation and direct 
current stimulation. This year neuromodulation
was introduced for anorexia nervosa. But
neuromodulation was also extended to include
approaches beyond electrical stimulation. In
September, the cover headline of Nature—
“Game Changer”—referred to a study by Adam
Gazzaley and colleagues on the impact of
cognitive training with NeuroRacer, a video
game for enhancement of cognitive control. 
Not only did older adults (60 – 85 years old)
trained on this game surpass performance of
untrained 20-year-olds, cognitive enhancement
generalized to working memory and other 
forms of cognitive control, with improvements

persisting 6 months later. Cognitive training
changed local brain activity as well. The key
concept: if mental disorders are brain circuit
disorders, then successful treatments need to
tune circuits with precision. Chemicals may 
be less precise than electrical or cognitive
interventions that target specific circuits.2,3,4

8. Organoids—It’s been 6 years since the first
report of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs).
These are cells derived from mature skin cells,
induced to become undifferentiated stem cells
in a dish, and then differentiated to form
mature cells like neurons or heart muscle cells.
It’s been a year since this work was awarded 
the 2012 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.
The excitement of this new technique was the
potential to take cells from an individual with 
a disorder and either regenerate new cells 
in vitro (imagine new dopamine cells for
someone with Parkinson’s disease) or
recapitulate the disorder in vitro to define its
development and screen for new treatments.
This year there were some remarkable reports of
using iPSCs to explore the altered development
of neurons in children with rare forms of autism.
But if autism and mental illnesses are circuit
disorders or “connectopathies,” how can
individual cells teach us about the altered
connections? Amazingly, according to a team
from the Austrian Academy of Sciences in
Vienna, when neurons are grown in a dish, 
they self-assemble into circuits that resemble
the normal cortex. These “organoids” are not
“mini-brains” capable of consciousness but
they are functional enough to permit the study
of connections. It now appears that iPSCs could
be a powerful tool to study circuit disorders.5,6,7

7. DSM-5 and RDoC—For NIMH, probably 
the year’s most oft-quoted statement was my
April blog post about transforming diagnosis.
Referring to the pending release of the DSM-5, 
I said, “Patients with mental disorders deserve
better.” To many, this was interpreted as a
critique of mainstream psychiatry. In truth, 
I was complaining that we in the research
community have failed to provide the objective
measures for diagnosis present in every other

area of medicine. The Research Domain Criteria
(RDoC) project aims to do just that, by using
biological, cognitive, and social information to
build more precise classifiers for each patient.
RDoC is not a diagnostic system. At this point 
it is simply a framework for organizing the data.
But it is a promise from the NIMH to get beyond
diagnostic categories based only on symptoms.
Why is this important? For brain disorders,
symptoms are generally a late manifestation 
of a years-long brain process. In medicine, 
early detection and early intervention have
often been the best ways to improve outcomes.
RDoC is a first step towards achieving these
goals with mental disorders.8,9

6. EP3—A year that began with concerns 
about school shootings and mental illness 
saw more mass shootings, many of them
connected to serious mental illness (SMI). 
For this unfortunate reason, there was more
media attention on mental illness this year 
than any time in recent memory. The number 
of articles about “mental illness” in the New
York Times in 2013 were more than double the
average of the previous five years. Among the
many recurring themes—access to weapons,
access to treatment, incarceration—one
prominent one was the need for earlier
detection and treatment for SMI. The Early
Prediction and Prevention of Psychosis (EP3)
program, launched this year at NIMH, is an
example of efforts to answer that need. Building
on the success of the Recovery After Initial
Schizophrenia Episode (RAISE) project, which
was implemented this year in New York and
Maryland, EP3 will focus on tools for the
prodrome, that period prior to psychosis when
symptoms are just beginning to emerge and
may be most treatable. New studies will build
on results from the North American Prodrome
Longitudinal Study (NAPLS), just completing 
10 years of critical research to develop ways 
to identify individuals who are at risk for an
initial psychotic episode. With a series of new
funding announcements and with the success
of RAISE and NAPLS, NIMH made EP3 its
signature program this year.10,11

Director’s Blog: Ten Best of 2013 By Thomas Insel on December 13, 2013

It’s time again for the year’s ten best from NIMH. A year that included a 16-day government shutdown and a 5.2 percent sequester also saw some
outstanding scientific breakthroughs and historic changes in policy. Befitting the complexity of the problems, many of the breakthroughs were not
individually reported findings but the cumulative results of several groups contributing different pieces of the puzzle. And some of the most historic
policy changes are just launching so their impact is unclear. Paring a lengthy list down to “ten best” is both difficult and unsatisfying, but here goes.
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5. Psychiatric Genetics—In 2003, Science
magazine named the identification of genes 
for mental illness as its #2 breakthrough of the
year (just behind confirmation of the existence
of dark energy in the cosmos). It has taken
another decade to deliver results that are
statistically significant and clearly reproducible.
For schizophrenia there are now 128 genetic
associations, all common variants found across
the genome. None of these alone accounts for
much of the risk, but groups of these “hits”
point to specific biological pathways. For
autism, there are many rare variants emerging,
many of these “de novo” or spontaneous
mutations not found in other family members.
These mutations seem to be most common in
children with both autism and intellectual
disability. Studies that have looked across
disorders find some common genomic
associations, with some findings across
childhood disorders and others across adult
disorders, irrespective of diagnosis. Before
concluding anything about the significance 
of these cross-disorder findings, it will be
important to understand the actual variation
(which gene is involved) and the functional 
role, if any, of the variant.12,13

4. Brain Exceptionalism—For me, 2013 will be
the year when we began to realize how much 
the brain differs from other organs. We already
knew that cells in the brain express (translate
into protein) more of the genome and use more
energy than any other organ. But two discoveries
this year really made the case for the human
brain as not only the most mysterious but the
most exceptional of organs. Leveraging new tools
for single cell biology, scientists working with
Rusty Gage at the Salk Institute and Ira Hall 
at the University of Virginia reported that the
brain has its own genome, with abundant and
sometimes profound variation not found in other
tissues. In human frontal cortex, they report as
many as 41 percent of cells having at least one
large mutation, with a million DNA bases either
duplicated or deleted. These are mutations not
seen in blood cells (which have been the basis
for all psychiatric genetic studies) or in neurons
elsewhere in the brain. Equally surprising, the
brain epigenome also appears unique. The
epigenome is a complex of molecules that 
coat the DNA helix, “silencing” parts of the
genome to ensure that certain genes are not
translated. The entire DNA strand consists of

only four bases: cytosine, guanine, adenine, 
and thymine. Whereas in most cells in the body
silencing occurs where cytosine and guanine 
are adjacent, brain cells follow a different set of
rules with all the base pairs involved. This means
that the mechanisms by which experience
influence biology are completely different in
brain cells compared to blood cells or liver cells.
The lesson is that we cannot use peripheral cells
to know what is happening in the brain.14,15

3. CLARITY—It may be an inelegant acronym 
but the results are utterly beautiful. CLARITY =
Clear Lipid-exchanged Anatomically Rigid
Imaging/immunostaining-compatible Tissue
hYdrogel. By replacing the brain’s fat with a
clear gel, CLARITY turns the opaque and
impermeable brain into a transparent and
porous structure. Most important, the hydrogel
holds the brain’s anatomy intact. And because
the hydrogel is permeable, the brain can be
stained to localize proteins, neurotransmitters,
and genes at a high resolution. Unlike other
recent breakthroughs in neuroanatomy, this 
one can be used in human brains. And unlike
virtually all neuroanatomy of the past century,
CLARITY is 3-dimensional. Flying through the
tissue in 3-D allows the first comprehensive
view of how cells and processes are arrayed
across the entire brain. Karl Deisseroth earlier
developed optogenetics as a revolutionary tool
for studying brain circuits in behaving animals.
This time his lab has revolutionized how we will
look at the brain post-mortem.16

2. BRAIN—On April 2nd, President Obama 
in the East Room announced the Brain
Research through Advancing Innovative
Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) initiative. The
speech should be read by everyone with a 
stake in brain research or brain disorders.
Calling BRAIN the “next great American project,”
he challenged a broad scientific community to
explore the brain as we had once explored
space. BRAIN will involve several government
research agencies as well as several private
sector partners. And it complements a large
brain project underway in the European Union
and projects being developed in Israel, Japan,
China, and elsewhere. This global interest in
neuroscience reflects both the growing
awareness of the cost of brain disorders and
the growing recognition that success in the 
21st century will depend on a “brain economy”
rather than a “brawn economy.” The U.S. BRAIN

initiative will launch in 2014 with $110M, of
which $40M will be from NIH. Funding
announcements for the first wave of NIH
projects will be released this month.17

1. Parity—My guess is that in terms of mental
health issues, history will remember 2013 not
for a scientific finding but for a long overdue
policy change: mental health parity. While the
Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act
was signed into law in October 2008, the final
rule providing the guidance to implement this
law was only released in November 2013. 
Most important, the Affordable Care Act, 
signed into law in 2010, affirmed mental 
health care as an “essential benefit.” As a 
result, mental health care must be provided in
all health care plans and the provision of care
for mental disorders must be on a par with
other medical disorders (i.e., same co-pays,
deductibles, certification requirements). When
you add to these changes the removal of
exclusions for pre-existing conditions, the
extension of coverage to offspring until 
age 26, and in some states the expansion 
of Medicaid, you can see that this is really 
the most far-reaching change in mental 
health care since the Community Mental 
Health Act 50 years ago. And this is coming 
at an important time. Over the summer, the
Global Burden of Disease project reported 
out on 291 medical disorders, updating its
1990 report with 2010 data. The new report
finds mental illness and substance abuse
disorders to be the leading source of years 
lost to disability, with the burden of illness 
from this group of disorders increasing 
37 percent since 1990. Depression and 
anxiety were the largest contributors among 
the 20 mental and substance abuse disorders,
accounting for 55 percent of the DALYs
(disability adjusted life years—a composite
measure of disability and premature mortality).

There are many questions about how parity 
will reduce DALYs: Who will provide the care?
What will it cost? Where will mental health 
care be delivered? What is the dose and
duration of psychosocial treatments that 
will be covered? None of these questions 
will be answered in 2013, but going forward
NIMH can ensure that the best science informs
this historic change.18,19

Continued on page 24
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